
The Drum Kit Handbook: How to Buy, Maintain, Set Up, Troubleshoot, and Modify Your Drum Set by Paul Balmer Hardcover $17.95. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by JagLeo and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Â This was a good book for a basic understanding of drums, and it could be used for beginners to the experienced drummer. This book is worth considering for most drummers. Read more. I love drum instruction books and I always have. From the moment I discovered the idea that learning to read music would open up a world of drumming information and learning, I was hooked. BANG! The Drum School has a huge library of drum instruction books. Below are some of my favorites. Â Even better, the transcriptions were done by the great John Riley, so you know that you can trust their accuracy. Dennis Chambers Transcription Books Everything that you just read about the Weckl video transcription books above? Â It should definitely be in your drum book library. If you seek to move beyond rock and are not sure where to begin, check this out. Time Functioning Patterns The classic Functioning Patterns books by Gary Chaffee are great to shake things up. Getting started on the drums just became easier Setting up your drums including choosing your kit, setting everything up, and proper posture and positioning. Maximizing your practice time by setting goals, developing your practice routine, optimizing your practice space, and more. Hand technique tips for holding your drumsticks correctly for every grip type plus advice for combining multiple grips. Note values & drum notation insights so you can read sheet music, have a deeper understanding of patterns, and learn the drums faster. Â There has never been a drumming instruction book like this one. The title The Best Beginner Drum Book is no exaggeration. Cheers, Dave Atkinson Content Director - Musora Media Inc. Drums The Drum Handbook by Jeff Nicholls, December 2003, Backbeat Books edition, Paperback in English. Â Buying, Maintaining and Getting the Best from Your Drum Kit. by Jeff Nicholls. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 0 Have read. This edition was published in December 2003 by Backbeat Books.